Welcome and Introductions

**New Full-Time Faculty**
- Greg Allen – Chemistry
- John Rall – English
- Xxxxxxx – EOPS Counselor
- Xxxxxxxx – FYI Counselor
- Xxxxxxx – Spanish
- Xxxxx – Automotive
- Laura May – Fine Wordworking

**Part-Time Faculty in attendance**
- Greg Allen – Chemistry
- Xxxx
- Xxxxxxxxxxxxx
- Xxxxxxxxx
- Xxxxxxxxxxxxx
- Xxxxxxxx
- Xxxxxx
- Xxxxxx
- Xxxxxx
- Xxxxxx
- Xxxxxx
- Xxxx
- Xxxxxxxx
- Xxxx
- Xxxxxx
- Others:
Congratulations and Thanks

Newly Earned Tenured Faculty

- Ginny
- Lisa
- Xxxxx

Thank You

- Maria Cetto
- Rachel Donham
- Martha xxxxx
- Jason Edington
Faculty Responsibilities
Participatory Governance

Assembly Bill 1725 and you

• Old news? Maybe, but it means a lot
  • Xxxxxxxxxxxxx quote xxxxxxxxxxxxx
  • Local
Committee Structure

Key Decision-Making Committees

- Educational Action Planning Committee (EAP)
- Outreach & Marketing
- Facilities
- Technology
- Student Learning Outcome Team (SLOT)
- Professional Development

Other Important Committees

- Curriculum
- Guided Pathways Oversight Team
- Foundational Skills
- FYI / HIS ----- no fac members
- SSSP - ---- non operational
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